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Introduction 
Novell Directory Services (NDS) is the backbone for Novell NetWare.  NDS helps to centralize information 
about users, passwords, groups, servers, volumes, and applications.  NDS is a direct competitor to 
Microsoft’s Active Directory (AD) service, part of Windows 2000 Server.  Before Feature Release 2 for 
MetaFrame XP, NDS integration was far from elegant.  The advances made, with MetaFrame XP Feature 
Release 2, allows organizations to continue to rely on their NDS environment while still gaining the 
advantage of using MetaFrame XP to host applications within the environment.   

Organizations that have implemented NDS within their environments are implementing it in one of two 
distinct ways.   

• Novell NDS with Active Directory (Integrated) 

• Novell NDS without Active Directory (Native) 

Both of these options function appropriately, but the intricacies within the environments are far from similar.  
Despite the architectural differences at the core of the directory services, these differences do not 
propagate themselves as severely into the MetaFrame XP arena.  Because of this, the architectures will be 
explained and configured.  These two environments are used for the remainder of this document while 
focusing on the following items and their issues and possible mitigation steps for those issues. 

• CMC Authentication 

• Auto Creation of Local Printers 

• Published Application Creation/Connection 

• NFuse Accessibility 

• PN Agent Accessibility 
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Novell NDS with Active Directory Integration 
The first of the two environments configured involves the integration of NDS with Active Directory (AD). The 
following sections explain the hardware used to test the environment as well as the configuration of the 
software for the environment.   

Environment Layout 
The test environment is comprised of only a few servers to test the functionality of the different aspects of the 
MetaFrame XPe environment.  The following table, Table 1 - NDS/AD Components, details a few of the specifics for 
each component of the initial test environment. 

 Novell Server AD Server MF Server NFuse Server Workstation 

Name NW6-NDS1 W2K-ADS1 MFXP_1 MF_NFuse1 NT4-WKS 

Version NetWare 5.0 Windows 2000  Windows 2000 Windows 2000  Windows NT 4.0 

Service Pack 6a 2 2 2 6a 

IP Address 192.168.0.13 192.168.0.2 192.168.0.3 192.168.0.4 192.168.0.5 

MF Version N/A N/A XPe FR 2 N/A N/A 

DS Tree NDS-Test ADS-Test ADS-Test ADS-Test ADS-Test 

Novell Client N/A N/A NWClient 4.831 NWClient 4.83 NWClient 4.83 

ICA Client N/A N/A 6.30.1050 6.30.1050 6.30.1050 

Table 1 - NDS/AD Components 

Environment Configuration 
In order to successfully implement an environment that integrates NDS and AD, a few system modifications must be 
made before the environment can function successfully2. 

• NDS Server: The server is built with most default options.  The following items identifies any deviation from the 
default: 

o Network Protocol:  TCP/IP is installed and configured while IPX/SPX is not installed. 

o Printing: NDPS Support is installed with the server installation 

o The user accounts are configured within the NDS tree, NDS-Test.  For this test, a sample tree is 
shown in Figure 1 – NDS Tree Structure.  The tree shows that an organization of US is created with 
organizational units (OU)s of Minneapolis, New York, and San Francisco.  Within each of the three 
OUs, a user account is configured.   

                                                           
1 Although Citrix supports Novell Client 4.81, the Novell client 4.83 corrects some minor issues with the older client and is a 
standard recommendation in the remainder of this document. 
2 It is assumed that the installation of all systems includes the default configurations except where specified. 
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 Minneapolis: Contains a user called MNUSER 

 New York: Contains a user called NYUSER 

 San Francisco: Contains a user called SFUSER 

o Additional OUs are created in the Servers organization.  They are as follows: 

 MetaFrame Groups:  NDS Group objects used to publish applications and assign policies to. 

 Printers: NDS Printer objects used to store the printers and print queues for the Novell 
printers. 

 

Figure 1 – NDS Tree Structure 

 Active Directory Server:  The server contains a standard installation of Windows 2000 Server with Service 
Pack 2.  In order for the environment to function in an integrated mode, the user accounts created in the NDS 
tree must be created within Active Directory.  The user accounts must contain identical passwords or 
additional authentication challenges will present themselves throughout the different tests.  It is not necessary 
to create the same OU structure in Active Directory, but it does improve searching and comparisons.  It is 
advisable to utilize either Novell’s or a 3rd party’s directory synchronization tool to ease administration.  
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Figure 2 - ADS Tree Structure 

 MetaFrame XPe Server:  The MetaFrame XPe server is installed on a Windows 2000 Service Pack 2 server 
with default options in the ADS-Test domain.  Citrix recommends that the Novell Client 4.83 or higher is 
installed on the MetaFrame server with NDPS support3 before MetaFrame XPe Feature Release 2 is installed.    
Once the Novell client is installed, MetaFrame XPe Feature Release 2 should be installed.  Once complete, 
verify that the following registry keys are present and configured correctly: 

Registry Key  Registry Value Registry Type Registry Data 

HKLM\Software\Microsoft\Windows 
NT\Current Version\Winlogon 

GinaDLL REG_SZ CTXGINA.DLL 

HKLM\Software\Microsoft\Windows 
NT\Current Version\Winlogon 

CTXGINADLL REG_SZ NWGINA.DLL 

HKLM\Software\Citrix\NDS SyncedDomainName REG_SZ ADS-TEST4 

Table 2 - MetaFrame Registry Configuration 

Once complete, the administrator must connect and authenticate to the Citrix Management Console and right-
click on the farm name in the left column and select Properties.  Select the MetaFrame Settings tab and 
enter in the NDS Tree name in the spot provided, as identified in Figure 3 - CMC NDS Configuration. 

                                                           
3 Installation instructions for the Novell Client 4.83 with NDPS Support is located in  Appendix A – Novell Client Installation
4 Should be the name of the Active Directory domain that NDS is synchronized with. 
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Figure 3 - CMC NDS Configuration 

 NFuse 1.7 Server: The NFuse 1.7 server is installed on a Windows 2000 Service Pack 2 server with default 
options in the ADS-Test domain.  In order to allow the NFuse web server to search for the contexts of the 
users logging in, the Novell Client 4.83 must be installed, Citrix recommends Novell Client 4.83 and higher.  
The client can be installed with default options.  Once done, modify the C:\Program 
Files\Citrix\NFuse\conf\NFuse.Conf file with the following options: 

o LoginType=NDS 

o NDSTreeName=NDS-Test 

o AuthenticationMethods=Explicit 

 Workstation:  The Windows NT 4.0 workstation should be installed with the default options and in the ADS-
Test domain.  Before the Novell Client 4.83 is installed, Windows NT Workstation Service Pack 6a must be 
installed.  Once done, the Novell Client 4.83 should be installed, Citrix recommends Novell client 4.83 and 
higher for Novell/MetaFrame integration, with NDPS support5, 

                                                           
5 Installation instructions for the Novell Client 4.83 with NDPS Support is located in  Appendix A – Novell Client Installation
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Novell NDS without Active Directory (Native) 
The second of the two environments configured involves NDS completely supporting the user community 
without Active Directory (AD) integration. The following sections explain the hardware used to test the 
environment as well as the configuration of the software for the environment.   

Environment Layout 
The test environment is comprised of only a few servers to test the functionality of the different aspects of the 
MetaFrame XPe environment.  The following table, Table 3 - NDS Components, details a few of the specifics for each 
component of the initial test environment. 

 Novell Server MF Server NFuse Server Workstation 

Name NW6-NDS1 MFXP_1 MF_NFuse1 NT4-WKS 

Version NetWare 5.0 Windows 2000 Windows 2000  Windows NT 4.0 

Service Pack 6a 2 2 6a 

IP Address 192.168.0.13 192.168.0.3 192.168.0.4 192.168.0.5 

MF Version N/A XPe FR 2 N/A N/A 

DS Tree NDS-Test Workgroup Workgroup Workgroup 

Novell Client N/A NWClient 4.83 NWClient 4.83 NWClient 4.83 

ICA Client N/A 6.30.1050 6.30.1050 6.30.1050 

Table 3 - NDS Components 

Environment Configuration 
In order to successfully implement an environment that runs natively on NDS, a few system modifications must be 
made before the environment can function successfully6. 

• NDS Server: The server is built with most default options.  The following items specifies any deviation from the 
default: 

o Network Protocol:  TCP/IP is installed and configured while IPX/SPX is not installed. 

o Printing: NDPS Support is installed with the server installation 

o Zenworks:  Zenworks for Desktops 4 is installed on the Novell server, Citrix recommends installing 
version 3 or higher.  A policy should be created and assigned to NDS users for the Dynamic Local 
User creation on the MetaFrame servers7. 

                                                           
6 It is assumed that the installation of all systems included the default configurations except where specified. 
7 Instructions on how to setup and configure the Dynamic Local User for a pure NDS environment, see 

 
Appendix B – Dynamic 

Local User Creation
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o The user accounts should be configured within the NDS tree, NDS-Test.  For this test, a sample tree 

is shown in Figure 4 – NDS Tree Structure.  The tree shows that an organization of US is created 
with organizational units (OU)s of Minneapolis, New York, and San Francisco.  Within each of the 
three OUs, a user account is configured.   

 Minneapolis: Contains a user called MNUSER 

 New York: Contains a user called NYUSER 

 San Francisco: Contains a user called SFUSER 

o Additional OUs are created in the Servers organization.  They are as follows: 

 MetaFrame Groups:  NDS Group objects used to publish applications and assign policies to. 

 MetaFrame Policies:  Novell ZenWorks for Desktop Policies used for manipulating the 
user’s session while on the MetaFrame server. 

 Printers: NDS Printer objects used to store the printers and print queues for the Novell 
printers. 

 

Figure 4 – NDS Tree Structure 

 MetaFrame XPe Server:  The MetaFrame XPe server is installed on a Windows 2000 Service Pack 2 server 
with default options into a Workgroup.  Citrix recommends that the Novell Client 4.83 or higher is installed on 
the MetaFrame server with NDPS support8 before MetaFrame XPe Feature Release 2 is installed.    Once the 
Novell client is installed, MetaFrame XPe Feature Release 2 should be installed.  Once complete, verify that 
the following registry keys are present and configured correctly: 

                                                           
8 Installation instructions for the Novell Client 4.83 with NDPS Support is located in  Appendix A – Novell Client Installation
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Registry Key  Registry Value Registry Type Registry Data 

HKLM\Software\Microsoft\Windows 
NT\Current Version\Winlogon 

GinaDLL REG_SZ CTXGINA.DLL 

HKLM\Software\Microsoft\Windows 
NT\Current Version\Winlogon 

CTXGINADLL REG_SZ NWGINA.DLL 

Table 4 - MetaFrame Registry Configuration 

Once complete, the administrator must connect/authenticate to the Citrix Management Console and right-click 
on the farm name in the left column and select Properties.  Select the MetaFrame Settings tab and enter in 
the NDS Tree name in the spot provided, as identified in Figure 5 – CMC NDS Configuration. 

 

Figure 5 – CMC NDS Configuration 

 NFuse 1.7 Server: The NFuse 1.7 server is installed on a Windows 2000 Service Pack 2 server with default 
options into a Workgroup.  In order to allow the NFuse web server to search for the contexts of the users 
logging in, the Novell Client 4.83 must be installed, Citrix recommends Novell client 4.83 and higher.  The 
client can be installed with default options.  Once done, modify the C:\Program 
Files\Citrix\NFuse\conf\NFuse.Conf file with the following options: 

o LoginType=NDS 

o NDSTreeName=NDS-Test 

o AuthenticationMethods=Explicit 

 Workstation:  The Windows NT 4.0 workstation should be installed with the default options and into a 
Workgroup.  .  Before the Novell Client 4.83 is installed, Windows NT Workstation Service Pack 6a must be 
installed.  Once done, the Novell Client 4.83 should be installed with NDPS support9, Citrix recommends 
Novell client 4.83 and higher for Novell/MetaFrame integration. 

                                                           
9 Installation instructions for the Novell Client 4.83 with NDPS Support is located in  Appendix A – Novell Client Installation
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CMC Authentication 
Once the environment is configured as described in the previous section, the Citrix Management Console 
can be modified to include authentication for users in either directory service.  This is accomplished by 
doing the following: 

 Logging into the CMC with an admin account already granted access.  This should be a local 
administrative account that was created during the initial installation of the MetaFrame XPe server. 

 Once the CMC is loaded, right-click on the Citrix Administrators and select Add Citrix 
Administrator.   

 Double-click on the NDS tree displayed in the Look In field.   

 An authentication challenge will be presented to authenticate to NDS.  An account must be entered 
that has the rights to look in the NDS tree.  The account must be entered with its distinguished 
name (typefull or typeless) as identified in Figure 6 - NDS Authentication.  

 

Figure 6 - NDS Authentication 

 Once authenticated to NDS, additional Citrix Administrators can be added from the NDS tree.   

 In order for NDS users to authenticate to the CMC, the user must enter in their NDS distinguished 
user name (beginning with a period), password, and the NDS Tree that the user belongs to.   
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Figure 7 - CMC Authentication 

Issues 
 Multiple Directory Services:  If user accounts are added to the CMC approved user list from both directory 

services for the same user, it will become confusing for the user and the administrator.   

 Contexts:  In order to use NDS accounts for access to the CMC, the CMC users must know their distinguished 
name.  Depending on the size and depth of the NDS structure, this might be difficult to remember. 

Mitigation 
 Multiple Directory Services:  To simplify the administration for CMC access, accounts should be standardized 

on a single Directory Service, NDS.     

 Contexts:  If the contexts for the CMC users is too long and is easily forgotten, it might prove beneficial to 
create an OU at the base of the NDS tree and create aliases for all CMC users in this top-level OU.  If this is 
not an option, the pass-thru authentication of the CMC can be used to solve this issue. 
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Auto-Creation of Printers 
Environments that rely on Novell for a directory service, typically utilize Novell for its printing capabilities.  
Novell environments are comprised of two distinct printing solutions: 

 Queue Based Printing 

 Novell Distributed Print Services (NDPS) 

Most environments, if not already, will be migrating or planning to migrate to an NDPS solution.  NDPS 
allows Novell administrators to take greater advantage over newer features of the latest printers.  It is also 
easier to manage and support than the Queue Based Printing solution.   

Despite the Novell print solution used within the environments, both of them function correctly in a 
MetaFrame XP Feature Release 2 environment.  For ease of replication of testing, the setup/configuration 
of each printing solution follows. 

Queue Based Printing Configuration 
The Queue Based Printing test is setup by creating a standard Novell 5 server as explained in the opening 
configuration section.  A HP DeskJet printer was connected directly to the LPT1 port of the Novell Server.  In order to 
finish the configuration of the Queue Based Printing solution, the following items must be created in NDS: 

 Printer Server 

 Printer Queue 

 Printer 

These three items are accomplished by loading NetWare Administrator (NWADMN32.EXE) from the Public\Win32 
share of the Novell server.  Once loaded, select the context where the printer items are to be stored.  A separate OU 
keeps the directory structure cleaner and easier to manage.  Once to OU is selected, click Tools  Print Services 
Quick Setup (Non-NDPS) on the Menu Bar.  This brings up the screen in Figure 8 - Print Services Quick Setup (Non-
NDPS). 

 

Figure 8 - Print Services Quick Setup (Non-NDPS) 

Once the Print Server Name, Printer Name, and Print Queue Name are entered in, click Create.  Three new items 
appear in the directory structure.  Right-click on the print server created (PS-Servers) and select Details.  The screen 
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shown in Figure 9 - Print Server Details is displayed. Click the Assignments tab on the right and remember the 
number specified for the printer, (first print starts at 0). 

 

Figure 9 - Print Server Details 

Once complete, the administrator must connect to the System Console of the Novell server and execute the following 
commands: 

Load pserver.nlm PS-Servers.Printers.Servers 

The PS-Servers is the name of the print server module that was created and the .Printers.Servers is the context of 
the print server module in the NDS tree.  Leave the screen loaded and go back to the console screen and execute: 

Load NPRINTER PS-Servers 0 

This command loads another screen and activates the printer.  PS-Servers is the name of the print server created 
earlier.  The number 0 is the assigned number for the printer from the PS-Servers details screen, Figure 9 - Print 
Server Details.  Once complete, the print is ready and online.   

Any workstation with the Novell Client installed can add a new printer by searching the NetWare Network in the Add 
Printer Wizard.  Once the printer is found and selected, it is mapped to the local client workstation.  Upon connection to 
the MetaFrame XPe Feature Release 2 server, the locally mapped NetWare printer is successfully auto-created within 
the user’s MetaFrame session. 

Novell Distributed Print Services (NDPS) Configuration 
In order to utilize NDPS printing in the Novell environment, the setup and configuration of the Novell server and Novell 
workstations must be done.  The server is configured by creating three new objects in the NDS tree: 

 NDPS Broker 

 NDPS Manager 

 NDPS Printer 
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These three items are accomplished by loading NetWare Administrator (NWADMN32.EXE) from the Public\Win32 
share of the Novell server.  Once loaded, select the context where the printer items are to be stored.  A separate OU 
keeps the directory structure cleaner and easier to manage.  Once selected, right-click the OU and select Create.   
Selecting NDPS Broker from the New Object list brings up the screen Figure 10 - NDPS Broker Creation.   

 

Figure 10 - NDPS Broker Creation 

A NDPS Broker Name and the RMS Volume must be entered before the broker can be created.  Once created, 
connect to the System Console of the Novell Server.  Enter in the following line at the prompt in order to start the 
broker service: 

Load Broker NW6-NDS1_Broker.Printers.Servers 

The NW6-NDS1_Broker is the Broker name that was created and the .Printers.Servers is the context of the broker 
service in the NDS tree. 

Once the broker system is loaded, the NDPS Manager must be created from NetWare Administrator by right-clicking 
the OU and selecting Create.  Selecting NDPS Manager from the New Object list brings up the screen Figure 11 - 
NDPS Manager Creation. 
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Figure 11 - NDPS Manager Creation 

A NDPS Manager Name, the Resident Server, and the Database Volume must be entered before the manager can 
be created.  Once created, connect to the System Console of the Novell Server.  Enter in the following line at the 
prompt in order to start the broker service: 

Load NDPSM NW6-NDS1_Manager.Printers 

The NW6-NDS1_Manager is the manager name that was created and the .Printers is the relative context of the 
manager service in the NDS tree from the Resident Server entered. 

Once the manager service is loaded, the NDPS Printer must be created from NetWare Administrator by right-clicking 
the OU and selecting Create.  Selecting NDPS Printer from the New Object list brings up the screen Figure 12 - NDPS 
Printer Creation. 

 

Figure 12 - NDPS Printer Creation 
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The NDPS Printer Name must be entered before the object can be created.  Once done, the printer agent is created 
with a Novell Printer Gateway, because of it being directly connected to the Novell Server, Figure 13 - NDPS Printer 
Agent.  Connecting the printer directly to the network requires the use of another gateway object, HP IP/IPX Printer 
Gateway.  Also, the NDPS Manager that will support this printer must be entered.  The NDPS Manager is the one just 
created. 

 

Figure 13 - NDPS Printer Agent 

The remaining printer configuration must be completed, including the LPT port and driver configuration.  Once 
complete, the printer is available for network use.  Novell workstations are not able to utilize this printer unless their 
Novell Client was installed to include support for NDPS Printing.  Novell Client installation to support NDPS printing is 
discussed in Appendix A – Novell Client Installation. 

Any workstation with the Novell Client installed, including support for NDPS, can add a new printer by searching the 
NDPS Printers network, Figure 14 - NDPS Printer Mapping, in the Add Printer Wizard.  Once the printer is found and 
selected, it is mapped to the local client workstation.  Upon connection to the MetaFrame XPe Feature Release 2 
server, the locally mapped NetWare NDPS printer is successfully auto-created within the user’s MetaFrame session. 

 

Figure 14 - NDPS Printer Mapping 
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Issues 
 Multiple Print Solutions:  If an environment is in the process of migrating the printing devices to NDPS from 

Queue Based Printing, what effect will this have on MetaFrame functionality? 

 Capture Printers:  Novell logon scripts map printers through the capture command but not all of the mapped 
printers are auto-created inside of MetaFrame. 

 Network Traffic Optimizations: When printing to NetWare printers, is the print job sent to the client or to the 
print server? 

 Import Print Servers:  Can a Novell print server be imported into the CMC like Microsoft Print Servers? 

Mitigation 
 Multiple Print Solutions: Using both NDPS and Queue Based Printing within the same environment will not 

negatively affect MetaFrame.  However, this configuration might be extremely confusing for users looking to 
add new printers.  To simplify the environment, NDPS Printer objects should be created for all printers, queue 
based or NPDS based.  The legacy print queues that have not been converted to NDPS printing can still have 
a NDPS printer point to the legacy print queue.  This should simplify the environment by having users only 
search one area to map new printers.  This can run indefinitely or until all printers are migrated to the NDPS 
environment. 

 Capture Printers:  The capture printer functionality maps a network printer (Queue base or NDPS) to a client’s 
LPT or COM port.  These can be auto-created in MetaFrame if the auto-creation of LPT and COM ports is 
enabled.  However, if the user has a large number of locally mapped printers most of them will not auto-create 
because MetaFrame will only auto create the first two LPT ports on the workstation. 

 Network Traffic Optimizations:  Network print traffic functions the same as in a native Windows environment.  
If the MetaFrame server is able to contact the print server that controls the workstation’s printer, the 
MetaFrame server will send the print job directly to the print server, bypassing the client.  If the MetaFrame 
server is unable to reach the printer, it will send the job to the client.   

 Import Print Servers:  Novell print servers cannot be imported into the CMC like Microsoft print servers.  
Creating Windows 2000 print shares that connect to the Novell printers via the Novell Client thereby importing 
the Windows 2000 printers into the Citrix Management Console is not a supported solution.  This can cause 
issues with rights assignment, printer connection status, plus a number of other unforeseen issues.  There are 
only a three main options to this solution and they are as follows: 

o Grant users access to the add printer wizard.  The users can then add their own printer connections 
from the Novell print servers.  The printers will be stored in the users roaming profile and be available 
during subsequent logins.  However, in order for users to add NDPS printers to their session, they 
must belong to the Power Users group.  This can be configured in the dynamic local user policy. 

o Migrate all printers to IP based printing utilizing HP Jet Direct cards or other 3rd party solution.  Next, 
implement a Windows 2000 Print Server that maps to the IP printers.  The printers on the Windows 
2000 Print Server can be imported via the Citrix Management Console for assignment.  Additionally, 
these printers can still be maintained on a Novell print server as well. 

o Utilize additional functionality within Novell ZenWorks to manage NDPS Printers10.  When installing 
the Novell Client onto the MetaFrame server, select the option to install the Novell Distributed Print 
Services.  This will allow NDPS policies created within NDS to be applied to each user logging into 

                                                           
10 Printer policies were removed from ZenWorks for Desktops version 4.  This functionality is available in version 3.2. 
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the MetaFrame server.  The NDPS policies can be used to manage what printers each user or group 
has access to.   
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Publishing Applications 
After the applications are installed, the applications should be published from the CMC to NDS accounts.  
The CMC is capable of publishing applications to Organizations, Organizational Units, Users, or NDS 
Groups.  A standard should be identified in the beginning and followed throughout the entire environment.  
The simplest and easiest method to manage the published applications is to publish the applications to 
NDS groups.  Each NDS Group should correspond to a single published application or an application set.  
For instance, users who require access to Microsoft Word will typically require access to the entire 
Microsoft Office Suite.  Instead of creating a separate NDS Group for each application, a single NDS Group 
should be configured for the entire suite.   

Once created, NDS user accounts should granted access to the different applications via the respective 
NDS groups.  Once application access is configured based off of NDS groups, the published applications 
should not require modification.  Users that require access to the published application are simply added to 
the correct NDS group.  This should decrease the amount of changes to the MetaFrame farm, thereby 
reducing the amount of Data Store, Data Collector, and Member Server communication occurring because 
of updates. 

Additionally, published applications should only be published to the NDS directory service and not Active 
Directory, if in an integrated mode.  The following three items are the results of what happens if 
applications are published to the different directory services: 

 If applications are published only to Active Directory and not Novell, the user will not receive 
applications because they are not authenticating to NDS. 

 If applications are published to both Active Directory and NDS, the user will receive published 
applications, but management of the published applications will result in significant amounts of 
overhead. 

 If applications are published to only NDS (preferred solution), the user will receive the application 
list. Upon logon to the system, one of the two will happen based on the environment: 

o NDS/AD Integrated:  The NDS ID and Password are sent to the domain specified in the 
registry key HKLM\Software\Citrix\NDS\SyncedDomainName for authentication. 

o NDS Native:  The NDS ID and Password are authenticated to NDS.  Zenworks Dynamic 
Local User will create a local user account on the Windows Terminal Server, allowing the 
user to connect.   

The steps outlined below explain how this environment should be configured: 

 Create the appropriate NDS Groups.  A naming standard should be created.  Also, it is easier to 
delegate administration to the NDS Groups for MetaFrame if the NDS groups are placed in an OU 
specifically created for MetaFrame Groups as identified in Figure 15 - NDS Group Creation. 
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Figure 15 - NDS Group Creation 

 Each NDS Group should be populated with the NDS user accounts that require access to the 
respective published application or suite of applications as identified in Figure 16 - NDS Group 
Membership. 
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Figure 16 - NDS Group Membership 

 Once the NDS Groups are populated with the correct NDS user accounts, the CMC should be 
loaded with an NDS administrator. 

 To publish the application to the respective NDS Groups, they must be located within NDS and 
added to the application Figure 17 - NDS Published Application. 
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Figure 17 - NDS Published Application 

Issues 
 Group Name Missing:  NDS Groups inside the CMC for the published applications end with a question mark. 

 NDS Groups:  The environment does not allow the MetaFrame administrators to create the NDS Groups 
required to publish applications.  What other methods can be used to publish the applications? 

 NDS Group Nesting:  NDS Groups can not be nested inside another NDS Group.  This is a limitation with 
NDS. 

Mitigation 
 Group Name Missing:  Typically, a question mark results from either the NDS group being deleted or 

renamed.  Verify the group name and location with NDS. 

 NDS Groups:  If NDS Groups can not be used because of other organization issues, applications can still be 
published to Organizations and Organizational Units.  Published application access travels down the tree so if 
a user belongs to New York that resides in the US organization, publishing the application to the US 
organization will grant access to all users below the US organization. 
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NFuse Accessibility 
NFuse, the preferred method for accessing published applications, has the capabilities to integrate 
successfully with NDS.  By modifying the following lines in the NFuse.Conf file appropriately, NDS 
authentication is accomplished.   

 LoginType=NDS 

 NDSTreeName=NDS-Test  

 AuthenticationMethods=Explicit 

With NFuse authentication to NDS, there are a few configuration options available.  The preferred method 
is to: 

 Install Novell Client 4.83 or higher on the NFuse server.  This allows the NFuse server to search 
contexts for the user account.  Without the client installed, users must key in their context, which 
could be quite long and difficult for the user to remember. 

 Depending on the size of the NDS environment, it might prove advantageous to utilize the Search 
Context List functionality of NFuse.  By entering in the upper level OUs of the NDS tree into the 
Search Context List, the time required to find the user’s context should improve.  When NFuse tries 
to find the context of the user, it will only look into the context and sub-contexts of the context 
specified.  This is an even greater asset if most MetaFrame users belong to a small percentage of 
branches in the entire NDS structure.  This functionality will in essence eliminate a part of the NDS 
tree from context searches.   

If security is a great concern, removing the Novell client from the NFuse server would make the 
environment more difficult to compromise.  In this example, the person must guess the username, 
password, and context.  However, this requires that all users remember their contexts, which might be 
more of an issue.  

Issues 
 Desktop Credential Pass-through: This functionality does not function with NDS support.  The user is 

authenticated, but does not receive any applications although they receive them when using an explicit logon. 

 Context List:  Authentication time takes too long.  All user contexts are added to the search context list field in 
the NFuse Configuration file but it does not help in authentication speed. 

 Find Context:  The [Find Context] option on the NFuse logon page does not work. 

 Context Browsing:  If the NFuse server used for application access and user authentication for Novell servers 
is located in the DMZ while all Novell servers are located within the internal network, authentication might fail 
depending on the Firewall configuration and ports being blocked. 

 Password Synchronization:  When selecting the HTML option to change the user’s password, only the Novell 
password is modified. 

 Multiple User Accounts:  NDS allows for the same common name (login ID) to exist but located in different 
parts of the NDS tree.  When connecting to NFuse and using the [Find Context] option, the user will be 
presented with the contexts that contain the user account.  The user must select the appropriate context for 
their user account to finish the login processing, as identified in following: 
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Mitigation 
 Desktop Credential Pass-through:  This functionality should not be used with an NDS environment.  The 

credentials that are passed through are the Active Directory credentials, if in integrated mode, and the 
Windows desktop credentials in NDS Native mode.  Authentication is successful because the user account 
belongs in AD or on the desktop, but applications are not published to AD or desktop credentials.  Even if the 
applications were published to AD and NDS accounts, this functionality would still fail because upon logon to 
the MetaFrame server, an authentication challenge would appear requesting NDS credentials because they 
have never been entered. 

 Context List:  Some environments may still be too large and the number of context lists to search is too long.  
The list should be shortened by creating a few OUs and create aliases for each user account.  NFuse will then 
only be required to search a small number of OUs. 

 Find Context: The [Find Context] option will not function if one of the following is true: 

o The Novell Client 4.83 or higher is not installed on the NFuse web server. 

o The SearchContextList in the NFuse.conf file is used and not all of the valid user contexts were 
entered.  A user object must belong to either the context specified or a sub-context from the context 
specified.   

o If the Search Context List is populated incorrectly, the search will fail.  The contexts should be filled in 
by specifying the OU closest to the user and traversing up the tree with each OU separated by a 
period.  The entry should not begin with a period. 

 Context Browsing:  In order to allow an NFuse server in the DMZ to authenticate users against an internal 
Novell server, the following ports must be open on the internal firewall for authentication processes: 

o LDAP: 389 

 Password Synchronization:  The HTML change password functionality can change password for NDS and for 
Active Directory/Windows NT.  However, this functionality only changes the directory service’s password that 
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NFuse is configured for.  If the environment is configured for NDS, then the NDS password is modified and not 
the Active Directory password.  The following are options to enhance this functionality: 

o Custom code could be written to allow the user to change their password in both directory services at 
the same time. 

o Directory Service synchronization tools, if used, can be configured to synchronize passwords from 
both directory services. 

 Multiple User Accounts:  The preferred solution to solving the multiple user account issue with NDS is to 
eliminate the multiple user accounts.  If multiple user accounts continue their existence in NDS, then 
additional issues arise besides the context search error in NFuse.  Active Directory can only have a single 
user account name in existence for the domain.  The multiple NDS user accounts will both reference the same 
Active Directory user account.  By simply eliminating the multiple user accounts within NDS, these issues are 
resolved. 
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PN Agent Accessibility 
For faster, integrated access to user’s published applications, Program Neighborhood Agent should be 
utilized.  By modifying the following lines in the config.xml file located on the NFuse Web Server’s 
Inetpub\wwwroot\Citrix\PNAgent directory, NDS integration is enabled: 

                 <SupportNDS>true</SupportNDS> 

  <NDS_Settings> 

   <DefaultTree>NDS-Test</DefaultTree> 

  </NDS_Settings> 

Additionally, for easier application enumeration, single-sign on can be enabled.  This functionality will pass 
the user’s credentials to the NFuse web server for authentication.  With Single Sign On enabled, two 
possible outcomes can occur: 

 If the workstation has Novell Client 4.83 or higher installed and logged on with a Novell account, 
the Single Sign On functions properly and creates a list of applications the user has access to. 

 If the workstation does not have a Novell Client installed, the Single Sign On fails and challenges 
the user for Novell credentials before an application list is generated.  Once authenticated, the user 
can access any of the published applications identified without future authentication. 
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Additional Architectural Best Practices 
The following list includes additional best practices when integrating Novell into a MetaFrame environment: 

• MetaFrame Policies:  When functioning in an integrated environment that utilizes synced accounts 
between NDS and Active Directory, it is best to assign MetaFrame policies to the NDS user/group 
accounts and not to the Active Directory accounts.  If a NDS user logs in, only polices assigned to 
the NDS user are checked.  If that user account is also synced with AD, the policies assigned to 
the AD Account are not checked.  So, if polices are assigned to the AD accounts, and users 
connect with NDS credentials, MetaFrame policies will not be applied.  The only time AD polices 
are applied is if the user logs in with an AD account only.   

• Custom Citrix ADM Policies:  In a pure NDS environment, without Active Directory, Citrix ADM 
Template policies must be applied to each server’s Local Security Policy.  This requires 
administrators to touch each server to setup the policy.  If the policy must be changed, every server 
must be accessed again.  This is a support nightmare.  If the Dynamic Local User functionality is 
already running in the MetaFrame environment from the NDS server, an additional policy can be 
created.  During the policy creation process, if User Extensible Policies are enabled, it brings up 
the screen in Figure 18 - ZenWorks User Extensible Policies.  This screen allows the administrator 
to add custom ADM Template files.  This can include an ADM template that can customize the 
MetaFrame servers.   

 

Figure 18 - ZenWorks User Extensible Policies 

• Farm Design:  If the environment is complex, does not require Novell access for all servers, and 
there is an integrated NDS and Active Directory environment, the farm can be separated into two 
groups:  Novell MetaFrame servers and Non-Novell MetaFrame servers.  Only the Novell 
MetaFrame servers contain the Novell Client and have access to the Novell servers.  The Non-
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Novell MetaFrame servers cannot gain access to the Novell servers. This should speed up 
authentication on the Microsoft Servers because only one authentication type is required.   

• Network Provider Order:  For native or integrated environments, the network provider order should 
be checked to insure that the order is appropriate for the environment.  If most file and print 
services are located on Novell servers, similar to the environment explained in this document, the 
network and print provider orders should be set accordingly, Figure 19 - Network Provider Order.  
Improper configuration of the provider order can result in sluggish network access, which shows 
itself as a delay when browsing the network, opening files, or accessing printers.   

 

 

Figure 19 - Network Provider Order 
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Summary 
After looking at the two distinct environments, it is noted that there are not that many differences to take 
into account when planning the MetaFrame configuration.  The following items do not require extensive 
modifications when moving from a NDS/Active Directory integrated mode to a native NDS environment: 

• CMC authentication:  Both environments will create administrators from the NDS tree.  The Active 
Directory servers can create AD user accounts for CMC access, but it requires more administrative 
effort and adds confusion to the environment. 

• Publishing Applications:  Both environments should create NDS Group objects that the MetaFrame 
published applications are assigned to.  This enhances MetaFrame by requiring fewer 
modifications and helps to reduce the administrative traffic out of the Citrix environment and places 
it on the NDS environment. 

• Auto-Created Printing:  Both environments are capable of auto-creating typical Novell printers 
whether the environment uses Queue Based Printing or Novell Distributed Printing Services 
(NDPS).  Once the proper steps are taken in NDS and on the Novell client, users can map to these 
printers on their workstation and have them successfully auto-created on the MetaFrame XPe FR2 
server. 

• NFuse Accessibility:  Both environments allow for the authentication to the NDS tree.  Also, NFuse 
facilitates the searching for the user’s context, if the Novell client is installed on the NFuse server.  
This simplifies the user experience by not requiring the user to enter in the context each time they 
connect to NFuse. 

• PNAgent Accessibility:  Both environments allows authentication to the NFuse server for PNAgent 
authentication.  PNAgent does not display any issues with Novell integration at this time. 

With the utilization of Feature Release 2 for MetaFrame XPe, environments are more able than ever to 
continue to rely on their Novell environment for directory services support.  The options are greater and 
should provide the Novell environments with a scalable MetaFrame farm for all of their needs. 
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Glossary 
Alias: An alias is an account in NDS that is simply a pointer to the original object.  It can be thought of as a 

shortcut to the main object.  Aliases can be used as logon credentials just like the original credentials. 

Distinguished Name: A distinguished name is its common name combined with its context.  Distinguished 
names always start with a leading period. The leading period tells NDS that the name is distinguished 
and has its current context already appended to it. A distinguished name never ends with a period.   

Name Types: A name type distinguishes the specific object being referred to, such as a User object or an 
Organizational Unit container object. For example, the following typeless name 
JDOE.Minneapolis.Minnesota.Citrix.US is expressed with name types as 
CN=JDOE.OU=Minneapolis.OU=Minnesota.O=Citrix.C=US where CN is the common name of the leaf 
object, OU is the Organizational Unit name, O is the Organization name, and C is the Country.  
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Appendix A – Novell Client Installation 
In order to gain the functionality needed in different Novell environments, the Novell Client must be installed 
with the correct components.  If the Novell client is already installed, the components can be added by 
simply re-installing the client.  Following the next steps will successfully install the Novell client onto the 
workstation11 

• Start the installation by executing the file SetupNW.EXE 

• The screen, Figure 20 - Novell Client Installation , will appear.  Select Custom Installation and 
select Next  

 

Figure 20 - Novell Client Installation 

• On the next screen, Figure 21 - Novell Client NDPS Support, make sure that Novell Distributed 
Print Services is selected.  This adds support for NDPS printers on the workstation.  If the 
environment requires additional functionality, the remaining options can be selected.  Click Next 

                                                           
11 Instructions are for Windows NT, Windows 2000, Windows XP workstations 
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Figure 21 - Novell Client NDPS Support 

• Select the remaining default options until the installation begins. Once done, the Novell client is 
installed and will require a reboot.  The workstation is now able to log onto the Novell tree. 
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Appendix B – Dynamic Local User Creation 
Working in an environment that consists entirely of NDS raises a few architectural requirements in order for 
users to successfully connect to and logon to Windows 2000 Terminal Services servers.  Because of 
Windows 2000 security, only users who have a login ID (local or domain) can logon to a Windows 2000 
server.  In a pure NDS environment, users do not have this ID.  In order for users to connect to the 
Terminal Services server, users require this access.  Novell ZenWorks 3.0 and higher contained the 
Dynamic Local User functionality.  This, in essence, creates a local user account for the current NDS user 
on the Windows 2000 server.  Upon logout, that account is removed.  This facilitated the user in connecting 
and logging on to the Windows 2000 Terminal Services server.   

This approach does require some specific configuration settings in order for it to work properly in the 
Terminal Services/MetaFrame environment.  The following are the instructions used for setting up the 
Dynamic Local User functionality test contained within this document12. 

• Once Novell ZenWorks for Desktops is installed on the Novell server, which must include 
Workstation Management, Windows policies can be created. 

• Load ConsoleOne, from the NetWare server, and create an OU to store the policies.  Once 
created, right-click the OU and select New  Policy Package.  This brings up the screen Figure 
22 - Policy Package Wizard. 

 

Figure 22 - Policy Package Wizard 

• Select User Package and click Next. 

• Give the package a name and click Next. 
                                                           
12 Novell ZenWorks for Desktops 4.0 (Beta) was used for this test. 
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• Select the Define Additional Properties and select Finish.  The screen in Figure 23 - Policy 
Creation is displayed. 

 

Figure 23 - Policy Creation 

• On the first tab on the top of the window, select WinNT-2000-XP.  Enable the Dynamic Local 
User policy by selecting the check-box labeled Enable and select the Properties button, which 
brings up Figure 24 - DLU Properties. 
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Figure 24 - DLU Properties 

• Select the following configuration options: 

o Enable Dynamic Local User 

o Manage Existing user account (if any) 

o Use eDirectory credentials 

o Volatile user (Remove user after logout) 

o Add Users to the Member of list box. 

• Once the options are selected, select OK. 

• Select the Associations tab at the top of the screen, as shown in Figure 25 - DLU Associations. 
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Figure 25 - DLU Associations 

• Add the appropriate users to the association box.  Users added will execute this policy when 
accessing the MetaFrame XP server.  It is easier to manage if the MetaFrame Groups created in 
the beginning of this document are used for policy associations as well.  This should simplify 
administration.   

• Once complete, select OK.  The policy is now created and when a user connects to a Windows 
2000 Server, a dynamic local user will be created that will have the same username as the 
username they have in Novell.  Upon logout, that username is removed from the Windows 2000 
server. 
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